


Attention grabbers such as “Notice Boards”,” Specials Boards” & “Instant Menu 
Boards” can be quickly and easily produced using clear acrylic and Illuminated 
Marker Pens.  We carry a line of Zig pens which are smudge resistant in that they 
won’t brush off or smear if touched but clean away quicky and completely at the 
touch of a damp cloth.  Ideal as counter signage, because they are clear, they don’t 
build a wall causing blind spots, between you and your customers.

Looking for a Back lit style sign without the bulky box, then the diffuser 
system is what you need.  Ideal for lighting posters, bulletins or photo displays 
they may also be used to back light opal sheets with translucent graphics.  Slim 
neat and efficient these units can be used with positive or negative graphics.

Classic design entrance ways, directional boards, corporate or club emblems 
take on an added air of distinction when edge lit.  Colours are brighter, crisper, 
cleaner.



Brightly lit, vibrantly coloured graphics on clear 10mm or 12mm acrylic 
can be easily achieved using any of Sasign’s edge lit systems.  Anything from 
simple vinyl lettering to unique 3D engraving enhanced by acrylic lacquer in-fills.  
From illuminated marker pens for instant point of sale signs to long run screen 
prints, or a combination of these come alive  when edge lit. 

The shape of the acrylic used is governed by the need to allow enough light 
through the substrate to light the graphics.  Contour cut graphics should be 
edged in white vinyl striping to retain as much light as possible within the blade.  
Square cornered signs can use white tape or our special black edging provided 
you use a white double sided tape to secure it in place. 

Edge lit Signs are extremely versatile.  They may  be 
fixed to a ceiling or overhead beam, suspended on chain or cable, 
flag mounted or flush mounted to walls.  We also have specially 
designed feet to free stand on a counter, desk or shelf, as well as 
base units for pedestal style signs.



Our Miniature Extrusion allows for the use of Cold Cathode lighting on a 
12V DC power system.  As with the Standard Extrusion, the lamp and electrical 
components are on a slide bar, making repairs or replacement quick and easy.  
Units may be direct mounted to a ceiling or beam using the specially designed 
T-piece or suspended on custom made Hollow Rod Supports which also allow 
the concealment of the figure 8 power leads.  Feet are also available for free 
standing signs. 

End caps, special pins to hold the acrylic in place, fixing clips for the standard extrusion, 
VHB self adhesive felt for a buffer between the acrylic & the extrusion, edgings to finish off 
the edges or hold multiple sheets together, right down to our own acrylic cleaner, polish 
and anti-static, all available from Sasign International.

For more information please feel free to contact us.

PO Box 344, SOUTHPORT  QLD  AUSTRALIA 4215
Phone: +61 7 5591 7711   Fax: +61 7 5528 0950
Or visit our web site at www.groupsigns.com.au

E-mail: sasign@groupsigns.com.au

Your local Agent is:
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